Duplex scanning or arteriography for preoperative planning of lower limb revascularisation.
to compare the accuracy of duplex and angiography for the planning of lower limb revascularisation. Sixty limbs (82% with critical limb ischaemia) were assessed by means of duplex by one surgeon and by angiography by another in terms of the optimum inflow and outflow sites for arterial bypass. These data were then compared with the final operation performed which was used as the gold standard. Surgeons were blinded to the determinations of the other. surgical plans based on duplex scan and angiography were correct in 77% (40/52) and 79% (41/52), respectively and plans based on the one imaging modality was modified by the other in only 1 and 2 instances. The diagnostic agreement between duplex scanning and arteriography was excellent (Kappa value=0.94, 95% C.I. 0.89-0.98). the reliability of duplex scanning is comparable to digital angiography in the preoperative planning of lower extremity arterial reconstruction. However neither exam can be considered as the gold standard because intraoperative arteriography needs to be available in a significant number of infrapopliteal procedures.